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Hey, Social Butterfly

When your alarm goes off every morning, what’s the first thing you do? Okay, fine,
your answer is probably turn off your alarm, but after that—what happens next?

61% of people say they blink
sleepily and check their
phones within five minutes of
waking up, using them to scroll
through photos and status
updates on social media apps
as if reading the daily news.
And it doesn’t stop there. At
work, at school, in the gym,
and during lunch breaks,
cell phones and laptops are
constantly accessing social
networks, from Facebook
to Instagram and more.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 1 - Get Social

Knowing that these platforms
are always in people’s faces, it’s
apparent why social media is
such a strong marketing tool.
How great would it be if your
business was included in this
stream of online information—
all day, every day? We’re here
to tell you it can be, and we’ll
show you exactly how to do it.
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CHAPTER 1

Get Social
Like its name, social media is all about being social: the more you interact with your
followers, the stronger the relationships you’ll form, and the better your business
will perform. With a projected 2.77 billion users on social media in 2019, it’s more
important than ever to establish your name and build a positive reputation.

Social platforms are built around the
concept of listening to and interacting
with your followers. If someone was
to greet you in person at a local
coffee shop, it’d be incredibly rude
of you to ignore that person and not
respond. Social media is no different.

The beauty of social platforms is that they offer open-ended tools for you to
communicate, engage, and most importantly, relate to your followers. Whether
you’re an experienced social media user or are new to the game, social media
is a necessary avenue to grow your business. Put yourself in their shoes for
a second: It’s frustrating to see and read sales pitch after sales pitch—you
quickly lose interest and trust in the person selling.
This means that the way you communicate on social media is just as important
as doing it in the first place! Your audience doesn’t want advertisements or
sales pitches—they want to interact with businesses like they would with
friends.
So, get social! Any time a follower comments on your post, be sure to comment
back. You can also find similar accounts and comment on other users’ posts.
The more you put yourself out there, the more your name will be known, and
the more you’ll become a trusted source of industry expertise!

Social Media Guide - Chapter 1 - Get Social
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Be the Influence
Social media influence is a hot topic these days, but what does that
mean? Can you become an influencer? Spoiler: The answer is yes!

A social media influencer (noun.) is a person with a reputation for having
knowledge about a specific topic. Sound familiar? That’s because with
your It Works! product knowledge and tips, this is you! Your expertise
results in a large group of followers who will pay close attention to your
views and opinions. Think of yourself as a subject-matter expert.
Since an influencer builds a relationship with their followers and establishes
a level of trust, it then becomes easy to influence purchase decisions. When
you post to your social channels, think of it as though you’re simply talking with
friends. And friends tell friends where to buy the coolest new products, right?
Just like that, you’re forming relationships and setting trends—that’s why
it’s so important to stay social and attract as many followers as
possible by making what you love and being exactly who you are!

Social Media Guide - Chapter 1 - Get Social
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Chapter One Tip
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Time to Work It!

What are some of your favorite social accounts?

Make a list of the things you like about those accounts:

What are 5 things that inspire you when
looking through these accounts:

How do they get “social”
on social media?

1

Comment back

2

Create stories

3

Write funny captions

4

Post 3 times a day

5

Talk to their viewers

List 3 ways you will curate your own captivating feed:
1
2
3

Social Media Guide - Chapter 1 - Get Social
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CHAPTER 2

You Had
Me at Hello

Now that you understand the importance of social media, let’s talk about how you
can set up your profiles to look professional, friendly, knowledgeable, and relatable.
.

Social Platforms
The two most popular social platforms
are Facebook (with 2.27 billion monthly
users in 2018) and Instagram (with over 1
billion monthly active users in 2018).

That’s a LOT of people to reach, and in order to reach them, there are a few
important things to keep in mind. First, think about the brands you follow on
social media and ask yourself why you follow them. Chances are, they have
beautiful imagery and create posts that relate to you and keep you engaged.
Now it’s your job to do the same to reach your own audience. Keep
in mind that the average human attention span is approximately
seven seconds, and setting up your profile is where it all begins.

Following

Message

About

Photos

More

Jane Doe

Social Media Guide - Chapter 2 - You Had Me at Hello
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Instagram Profile Setup
Instagram
Your profile pic should be a chest-up, well-lit picture of YOU.
It’s the first thing new and current followers see—make sure it
resembles your personality and what you want to be known for.

@janedoe

Your handle (or username) should be your first and last
name or something to-the-point and easy to remember.

1,424

Example:
janedoe or janedoeworksit—something cute and catchy!

posts

68.5 k

followers

1,890

following

Your headline should include keywords that exactly
describe your profile, or your full name. You can
incorporate a symbol or emoji here, but don’t go over the
top and detract from the simplicity of your headline.

Message

Jane Doe
Health/Beauty
Iced Vanilla Latte Lover

Nutrition

Skin

Your bio should tell the viewer exactly who you are, what you
do, and what they’ll get from viewing your profile. Use emojis
to entice and to make short descriptions more relatable.
KetoWorks

Lifestyle

Example:
Stay-at-Home Mom
Goal Setter
Iced Vanilla Latte Lover
Your call-to-action is the perfect chance to encourage
viewers to message you for more information.
Example:
Reach out to me here
Your email is a great networking opportunity—you can
upgrade your personal account to a business account
for free to add even more contact opportunities.
Your story highlights are the perfect opportunity to give
viewers quick access to interesting information without
having to scroll through your entire page. Save product tips in
several categories to give your viewers strategic information!

Social Media Guide - Chapter 2 - You Had Me at Hello
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Facebook Profile Setup
Facebook
Your name should be your real name—that’s it. Fake names will
discredit your profile and your brand.

Jane Doe

Your intro should be like your Instagram bio—who you are and
what you do, in quick and easily digestible phrases.
Your cover photo should be a high-quality photo that relates
to you and/or your business. When your followers see it, they
should understand what you do and why they should take the
next step with you!

Jane Doe
Health/Beauty
Iced Vanilla Latte Lover
Following

Message

Write a Message...

Social Media Guide - Chapter 2 - You Had Me at Hello

Linking
Your Profiles
Together
Did you know you can connect various social media
profiles together? This makes it easy to keep track of
your posts (and your passwords).
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Chapter Two Tip
Your social media profiles are the first glimpse into your brand
and your life. Using the same profile pic and username across all
platforms allows your followers to find you more easily!

Platform:

Profile Pic:

Username:

janedoe

Jane Doe

janedoe

If your name is not available, try using different variations
of your first, middle, and last names.
Social Media Guide - Chapter 2 - You Had Me at Hello
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Time to Work It!
How will you set up your Instagram?
Profile pic

Jane Doe

Handle
Bio
Call to action
Story highlights
Jane Doe

How will you set up your Facebook?

Health/Beauty
Iced Vanilla Latte Lover

Profile pic

Following

Cover photo

Write a Message...

Message

Bio
Call to action
Email
Social Media Guide - Chapter 2 - You Had Me at Hello

Did you link your
accounts together?
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CHAPTER 3

Ready, Set, Goals
Now that you understand the importance of social media, let’s get
into setting goals that will help your business. Whether you want to
grow your network, increase your brand awareness, or create better
relationships with your followers, you need to figure out your WHY.

S.M.A.R.T.
It’s also important to remember that your social media accounts are more than just personal they’re business. On a
personal site, you can post about anything you choose, whenever you want,
and if your followers like it, they like it—if they don’t, they don’t.
With a business account, you need to define goals to ensure your posts align with them. Be intentional about the way
you use social media. It’s easy to aimlessly scroll without direction, but there’s a way to avoid this: set S.M.A.R.T. goals!

Social Media Guide - Chapter 3 - Ready, Set, Goals
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Specific
Figure out exactly what you want to achieve and why. It’s one thing to say you want
thousands of followers, and another to say you want to gain 50 followers a month.
With the first goal, there’s no limit or measurable timeline. With the second, you
can see how close you are to your goals and tweak your tactics to get there.

Measurable
The goals you choose need to be measurable, meaning you need
to be able to specifically identify what you want to see. From the
example above, if your goal is to gain 50 followers a month, then the
outcome is black-and-white: you either achieved it or you didn’t.

Attainable
It’s great to reach for the stars, but you don’t want to fall so short that you
become discouraged and give up. Creating attainable goals means you
consider your talents, skills, and assets. If you’re brand-new to social media,
you can’t expect to become verified and gain a blue checkmark on Instagram
within your first month. Create goals that are within reach, like learning a new
skill or watching tutorials to better understand how a platform works.

Relevant
Consider what’s important to you and what’s important to the followers you
want to attract. If you’re a stay-at-home mom with three children, then always
posting about beach vacations with your friends isn’t relevant to you, and your
posts will come across as inauthentic. You need to show how you juggle your
life and encourage others to do the same. And be cautious about sounding
too promotional—you don’t want to lose the interest of your followers!

Timely
You’ve heard the saying before, but time is money—learn to manage your time
to maximize it. Plan out your posts so you remain consistent, and think about
the future: Where do you want to be in one month? Two months? Six? Factor in
trainings, education, and execution and always stay up-to-date on the latest trends.

Chapter Three Tip
Social media platforms host billions of users—create goals
that are specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely
to best get your voice heard and your posts seen.

Goals
Goal:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Social Media Guide - Chapter 3 - Ready, Set, Goals
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Time to Work It!
What are your S.M.A.R.T. goals?
Specific:
Measurable:
Attainable:
Relevant:
Timely:

Social Media Guide - Chapter 3 - Ready, Set, Goals
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CHAPTER 4

Attract
Your Tribe

There are an estimated 2.77 billion users on social media, with more than
1 billion monthly active users on Instagram and 2.27 billion monthly active
users on Facebook. Needless to say, the platforms are crowded.

In-Platform Tools
Since there’s no way to identify or engage with every single one of these people, it’s more important than ever to create
content that engages your specific audience. How exactly can you do that? Use the available in-platform tools!
Both Facebook and Instagram incorporate built-in tools that make it easier for interested people to find your
brand--when they do, make sure to add them to your 100s List right away.
You’ll recognize these tools as hashtags, geolocations, and tags.
Social Media Guide - Chapter 4 - Attract Your Tribe
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The Art of the Hashtag (#)
For any beginner, a hashtag is a link to related content that’s
preceded by a pound sign. For example, if you post about
your latest skincare routine, you may hashtag #SKINCARE.
Anyone viewing your post can then click on that hashtag
to be linked to other posts that share the same hashtag.
It’s a convenient way for people interested in skincare
to view all posts related to the topic, and in the process,
discover new influencers to follow. (Psst, that’s you!)
Hashtags are best used in small, relevant groupings.
You can use more than one at a time, but everything is
best in moderation—no one wants to scroll through a
list of 30 hashtags, so make sure they’re applicable to
your content. You can also list hashtags in a comment
on your own post to avoid cluttering your caption.

elledalton
Rome, Italy

Location, Location, Location
Adding your location to a post can also help attract the
right following. When you include a geolocation with a
status, photo, or video, anyone who clicks the location
link is directed to that area on a map. Like a hashtag,
other posts that have been linked to that same location
appear below the map. This allows people who live in
or are interested in a specific area to see your post!
Sampling products at a local market? Add your location!
Posting a Before & After from your city? Add your location!
Taking a vacation made possible by It
Works!? Add your location!
It’s just one more way to help others find you.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 4 - Attract Your Tribe
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debbiechristie
daisiemarriott

Tag, You’re It!

unawinter

One more way to draw attention to your posts is to tag
relevant people in your content. When you post a picture with
your team, for example, tag each person in the photo. This
links the picture to their profiles and allows it to appear in
their tagged images. Then, when people are checking out
your Teammates’ pages and discovering new accounts to
follow, they may see your post and find you as a result!

Seasoned on Social Media?
Both Facebook and Instagram have even more free tools
available when you sign up for a business account. By
using their analytics, you can track metrics like your
engagement rate (the percentage of your following that
interacts with your posts), follower growth rate (the
percentage of followers gained over time), and audience
metrics (total followers, demographics, and times your
audience is most active). It takes some time to study and
understand these numbers, but it’s a time investment that
can help you maximize your impact on social media.

70% of people answered. This is the average answer.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 4 - Attract Your Tribe
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Chapter Four Tip
Facebook and Instagram offer free in-app tools that maximize your
social reach. Utilize hashtags, add geolocations to your posts, and
tag people and brands in your photos to grow your network!

janedoe

New York, New York

Social Media Guide - Chapter 4 - Attract Your Tribe
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Time to Work It!
Plan your next post!
Add hashtags
Add your geolocation
Tag the people and brands in your pic
Get technical and track your growth!

Keep track of your progress!
Today
Date:

3 Months
Date:

6 Months
Date:

9 Months
Date:

1 Year
Date:

Facebook
Followers
Instagram
Followers
YouTube
Followers
Pinterest
Followers
Average likes
per post
Influencers you’d
love to connect
with
Social Media Guide - Chapter 4 - Attract Your Tribe
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CHAPTER 5

Content that Counts
Learning about various social networks, how to set up your profile, and how to use
different tools within each platform is important. But without amazing content
to go along with that knowledge, your followers simply won’t be interested.

Types of Content
Again, think of the accounts you follow. Chances are they have beautiful imagery and witty content that relates directly
to you—it’s all about storytelling, consistency, and relatability.
It’s almost your turn to start posting, but let’s first break down the types of content you can create.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 5 - Content That Counts
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Photos
As a rule of thumb, each photo you take should tell a story.
For example, instead of an up-close-and-personal pic of
Defining Gel™, take a photo of the product on your beauty
counter amongst other brushes, products, and trinkets.
This lifestyle shot gives your viewers a complete story,
including some insight into your life and your routine. It’s
more personal and visually pleasing, and you’ll notice that
the beauty brands who thrive most on social media aren’t
the ones posting bland product photos to their feeds.
Think about your own social media scrolling habits. How
often do you scroll past text but pause at a glimpse of
a beautiful image? Engaging photos begin with your
profile pic and extend into your everyday posts.
Things I should ask myself while
choosing an image for Instagram:
• Why does this matter?
• How can I tell the story behind the image?
• Who is this post serving (other than myself?)
• If this image stood alone, would it fit my desired brand?

A High-Quality Profile Pic
Your brain processes visual information 60,000 times
faster than text alone, so the importance of visually
pleasing images cannot be overstated. And what’s the
first image your followers see? Your profile pic, which is
why it should it be an awesome picture of YOURSELF.
If you have access to a camera, as opposed to just your
phone, use it! The higher quality photo, the better. On
the other hand, if you only have a phone, make sure that
every photo you take is in sharp focus with natural light.
When you take a photo of a product or a scene,
take multiple photos at different angles. Building
up your content bank is super important to ensure
that you never run out of things to post!
Listen to your audience. If they respond better to one
type of photo versus another, then post more of that
angle! Social media is all about engaging with your
followers—give them what they want to gain even more.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 5 - Content That Counts
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Types of Video
When scrolling through any social platform, you’ll see many
different video styles: how-to’s, live videos, Instagram and
Facebook stories, and posts about everyday life. Clearly, video
is in high demand—especially when you consider that 82% of
all consumer traffic will come from video content by 2021.

Jane Doe

Stories
With options to poll surveys, host Q&A’s, create tutorials,
and more, Facebook and Instagram stories open a
whole new world of creativity. While your feed should
remain curated, have some fun when it comes to your
stories! Show your audience the real you and talk to
the camera like your followers are there in the room
with you, hanging out. This insight into your life and
personality gives your followers a sense of connection.

Who’s ready for the Family Call this
evening?

ME

I AM

Social Media Guide - Chapter 5 - Content That Counts

Another great feature within stories is the option for followers
to “swipe-up” to visit a link. In order to add links, you need to
be a verified Instagram user or have an Instagram business
account with over 10K followers. For example, if you’ve written
a blog post that you want your followers to read, you can go
to your story, record yourself talking about why they’ll love
it, and add a swipe-up option that links directly to the post.
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Video Posts
The possibilities are endless with video posts! Shoot your videos in different
locations and experiment with styles and tones until you find one that works with
your identity. Are you a stay-at-home mom who found a great balance between
work and family life? Are you a jet-setting traveler who sells products on-the-go
to fund your next big adventure? Define your voice and identify a style that speaks
to your personal brand. Your video posts are limited only by your imagination!

Speak clearly when recording yourself or others. Your video won’t help
your business if viewers can’t understand what you’re saying!
Lead with three seconds of silence (or music) at the beginning of your video
before you begin speaking. If your followers have their sound turned off, these
three seconds allow them to turn it back on without missing a single word.
Natural lighting is the best lighting. Whether it’s by a window or outside,
position yourself so that the natural light illuminates your subject matter.
A static background is essential to keep your viewers’ attention. If you’re recording
yourself or others, make sure there is nothing moving in the background. If you’re
recording a product video on a solid surface, make sure to dust and clean it first.
Add a music overlay to tie your video together! Just make sure that the
music is tasteful and doesn’t distract or take away from your message.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 5 - Content That Counts
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Checklist:
I’m sitting in good light
I have a strong wifi signal
I have an outline of what
I am going to say

Going Live
A great way to increase engagement and stay at the forefront of your followers’
minds is to go live. When you’re live on social media, it’s clearer than ever
who you are—you’re exposing your reality. While this may seem daunting at
first, it’s a chance for your followers to connect with you in real time.

I have my tripod
My phone is plugged in
If I’m in a noisy place,
I’m wearing headphones
I’m smiling
I'm ready to create value
for viewers

Promote the date you’ll go live several days before you do it! This gives your viewers a
chance to mark it on their calendars or in their minds to ensure they’ll be there.
Give your live session a theme. If a new product was just released, for example, then
make a live video that shows you opening the package for the first time, using it, and
providing commentary along the way.
When someone comments on your live video, give them a shout-out! This personal
touch goes a long way and makes your followers feel truly appreciated and
connected to you.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 5 - Content That Counts
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Theme
Think of your social posts like a wave—all waves are different shapes and sizes,
yet they flow together to create the ocean. Choosing a theme for your social
accounts needs to resemble the ocean; your posts and content are different,
yet they flow together to create one theme. Here’s how to do just that:
Find a focus. Determine your niche and stick to it! Don’t try to do it all-limit your focus to five ideas. Creating too many posts without a clear
focus won’t speak to anyone and you’ll become unrelatable.
Consider the following questions:
•
What do you want to be known for?
•
What’s something you’re educated in?
•
What brings you joy?
•
What are your goals?
•
What can you teach others?
Pick a color palette that syncs with your brand. Are you a loud and
outgoing person? Consider vibrant, high-contrast colors. Do you embody
a mellow, laid-back lifestyle? Soft pastels may be more your style.
Edit both photos and videos in the same manner. If you find a
filter you absolutely love, use it for every post you make!

Social Media Guide - Chapter 5 - Content That Counts
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Jane Doe

Captions
You can do everything right when it comes to visuals. You
can have a theme, a consistent color palette, gorgeous
images, and a content bank that supports your posts
for months. But without engaging copy that supports
your visuals, your growth will remain stagnant.
Think of copy as the lifeforce behind your posts; it drives
engagement, speaks to your followers, and encourages
them to take action. You can post a beautiful image
of yourself on a beach with a brilliant sunset in the
background, but without a caption to speak to your
viewers, it’s just another photo of a person on a beach.
Ask questions that encourage your viewers to answer.
Using the example from above, prompt your viewers
with a simple, Where’s your favorite place to relax? or
What’s your dream vacation? When they comment
with their answers, always answer back!
Write for your target audience. A caption or post that
touches on your followers’ interests and needs will lead to
higher likes, comments, and interactions with your posts.
Avoid being “sales-y”. As mentioned earlier, your followers
don’t want to read pitch after pitch. They’ll buy from you
because they like you, so put your personality into your words.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 5 - Content That Counts
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Chapter Five Tip
Consistency is key when it comes to posting to your social networks. With every
photo and video you take, make sure it aligns with your theme. And remember that
the copy you write along with each post is what drives your followers to take action!

elledalton

New York, New York

557 likes

Social Media Guide - Chapter 5 - Content That Counts

elledalton

Chicago, Illinois

710 likes
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Time to Work It!

What’s your focus? Think back to the questions in ‘Content That Counts’
and write down your top five interests that you post about.

You
Rewrite one of your captions to drive engagement! Keep your audience
in mind and try not to be too “sales-y”.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 5 - Content That Counts
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CHAPTER 6

Change the Channel
We dove into the specifics of Instagram and Facebook—the two most
popular social platforms on the internet—but what about the others?
Can you benefit from using them? The answer: of course you can!

Multiple Platforms
But before you go making multiple profiles on every social network, take time to understand each
platform’s strengths. Once you’ve mastered Facebook and Instagram, you can start to branch out
into other social channels. Just be sure to understand your audience so you can speak to them
on the platforms that reach their deepest interests and needs.
Tip: Keep your username consistent across all social media sites!
This makes it easier for your followers to find you.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 6 - Change the Channel
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YouTube
YouTube is a home base for industry-specific personalities to vlog (video blog).
The concept is simple: Record yourself doing something and upload it to the
platform. In your case, consider using a specific It Works! product, talking about
its benefits and features, and sharing the link to your other social networks for
your followers to click on. YouTube gives you as much time as you need to unwrap
a hot topic—just be sure to keep it interesting or your followers won’t stay tuned.
Did you know? YouTube reaches 95% of 35-and-older online adults.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 6 - Change the Channel
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Pinterest
Pinterest is a collection of ideas that are curated into inspirational mood
boards. The platform is like a digital bulletin board, where people can
organize and pin magazine clippings that they want to keep for reference
or share with others. Often, these “clippings”, or pins, are products. More
than two-thirds of Pinners say they’ve discovered a new brand or product on
Pinterest, and 93% of Pinners use the platform to plan purchases. Make the
most of your Pinterest by pinning consistently, focusing on great visuals, and
thinking about creative ways to showcase your business and products.
For example, rather than posting a photo of It Works! Shake™, post a
photo of the protein pancakes you made! Show your audience how they
can use your products rather than traditional product photos.
Fun Fact: Based on the performance of 50,000 promoted pins,
Pinterest found that lifestyle images outperform product images.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 6 - Change the Channel
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Twitter
Think of Twitter as your Facebook feed, but shorter and more to-thepoint. It’s a great platform to share articles, statistics, and thoughts
about your industry that give your followers insight into relevant trends.
Consider sharing news stories and personal blog posts that position
you as a thought leader in the beauty and lifestyle industry, and always
remember to interact with your followers when they retweet or tag you.
Interesting fact: 74% of all Twitter users say they read news
on the site. What are you posting to Twitter?

Social Media Guide - Chapter 6 - Change the Channel
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LinkedIn
If Facebook is a grilled cheese, LinkedIn is a charcuterie board—it’s the
social platform that’s all about networking with others on a professional
level. Create your network by connecting with those you already know and
by sharing news articles or the latest trend pieces that give valid insight into
your industry. Build your resume and continue expanding your network by
requesting to connect with others in your industry. The more connections
you have, the more business opportunities are headed your way.
Have a personal blog? LinkedIn makes up a little more
than 50% of all social traffic to blogs.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 6 - Change the Channel
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Snapchat
Snapchat is all about your followers gaining access to the behind-the-scenes of your
life to show them that you’re a real person, too. The content you post on Snapchat
is rawer than what you’d post on Instagram or Facebook, meaning it’s not usually
edited. With filters and other fun features, Snapchat is the perfect platform to get
creative and step outside the box! Just keep in mind that while you want to relate to
your followers and attract new ones, you’re still running a business.
Snapchat is most popular with younger generations, with 78% of all 18 to 24-yearolds using the platform, and that percentage falls to 54% when looking at all 25 to
29-year-olds.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 6 - Change the Channel
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Chapter Six Tip
Listen to your audience to truly understand their deepest needs and desires, then
create a social media account on the platform that best suits what they’re looking for!

Time to Work It!
Now that you better understand Instagram and Facebook, check out or
create accounts on different channels that best relate to your audience.
Snapchat Username:

Twitter Username:

YouTube Username:

Pinterest Username:

LinkedIn Username:

Social Media Guide - Chapter 6 - Change the Channel
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CHAPTER 7

Manage
Like a Boss

Planning is an important part of your everyday life, not to mention your
business, and mistakes are sometimes made because to err is human,
right? The cool thing about technology is that it makes far fewer mistakes.
Computers don’t have inconsistencies, so if you team up with a tool that
removes all the variables, your plans tend to go much smoother.

Social Media Guide - Chapter 7 - Manage Like A Boss
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Types of Tools
There’s a wide variety of tools that can help you manage your business online in a way
that’s consistent and appealing to your followers, allowing you to work smarter--not
harder. These are typically grouped into two categories: scheduling and editing tools.

Scheduling Tools
Scheduling tools allow you to be present online, 24 hours
a day. Your analytics may reveal that you have a large
following in another time zone, for example, who engages
most often with content posted around the end of their
work days. But what if you’re asleep at that time? Enter
the scheduling tool. Now, you can create content that’s
scheduled to post later. In fact, you can plan a whole
month’s worth of posts ahead of time to ensure that you’re
never too busy or forgetful to promote your brand!

Editing Tools
Editing tools are equally important for your brand because
beautiful imagery helps set you apart from other influencers.
Most editing tools provide standard settings, like contrast
and saturation, along with options for presets. A preset is
a pre-made filter that allows you to apply a set of edits and
effects to your photos with a single click. By applying a preset
to your images and videos, you’ve branded them in a way that
makes them easily recognizable as yours. There are no more
last-minute debates about whether a picture looks better
in sepia or black-and-white—just one click, and your edits
are consistent and aesthetic. It’s both a time-saver and a
brand-builder! Not all the best made plans are laid to waste.
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Chapter Seven Tip
Organize your social posts months in advance with editing and scheduling
tools. Life gets hectic, but your social platforms can stay consistent.

Schedule
Date:
1st March 2019
Caption:
Saturday skin regime
How do you begin your Saturday?

Date:
2nd March 2019
Caption:
After chocolate and vanilla, berry is the world’s
favorite flavor
Drop us a
if you love our Greens Berry!

Date:
3rd March 2019
Caption:a
You gotta nourish to flourish!
Did you know Greens on the Go contains 33 fruits
and veggies? Drop your favorite fruit or veg below!
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Time to Work It!
Get ahead of the game and plan your posts in advance, and make sure
to ask yourself these questions:
Do these posts follow my theme?
Do I have a variety of posts, including videos and photos?
Are my captions engaging?
Am I scheduling my posts for when my audience is most
active?

Notes:
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Your Turn!
Radiate Positivity

Your social media presence plays a huge factor in the success of your business.
In fact, customers are nearly 58% more likely to buy from you if they follow
you on social media and 48% more likely to purchase from you if you’re
responsive and positive. That’s a major plus just for being a friendly person!
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The benefits of social media
are endless—from growing your
brand awareness to increasing
loyalty to understanding your
audience—and best of all, it’s free!
Now that you know how to define S.M.A.R.T. goals and
achieve them by creating amazing content on a variety of
channels, you’re ready to get started! The final key to social
success is to remember that social media is ever-changing.
Every day, consumers, social platforms, and the algorithms
behind-the-scenes evolve and adapt to changing needs.
Tools and channels will always vary, but one factor that
never will is the importance of being social on social media.
A thriving business depends on your ability to connect
with other people, so take what you’ve learned and use it
to engage with the followers on your social accounts. Don’t
forget that knowledge is power—researching and staying
up-to-date on the latest media trends will help ensure
that you stay relevant and keep your business booming!
Every story deserves a happy ending, and this happy
ending is you. Congratulations in advance on taking
your It Works! business to a Whole ‘Notha Level!
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